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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
PARETO POINT INDUSTRIES (PPI) PRESENTS OUR NEWEST ADVANCED BYPASS OIL FILTRATION PRODUCTS
FOR ENGINES WITH SPIN-ON OR CANISTER-TYPE OIL FILTERS AT THE SEMA SHOW 2021
San Pedro, Calif., November 2, 2021
Keeping your oil healthy is critical to engine longevity and peak performance. The most serious engine wear
damage is caused by abrasive debris in your oil below 10 microns in size (a grain of table salt measures about
100 microns); yet your full-flow oil filter only traps to about 25-40 microns. PPI’s patented products
complement the full flow filter by capturing this dangerous debris down to 2 microns, providing superclean oil
for better engine performance, lowering operating and maintenance costs, and enabling longer service life.
We invite you to visit us in the West Hall - Booth 57032 - where we will be displaying our new-to-market line of
advanced fine oil filtration solutions, from basic mass market devices to more complex oil filtration systems.
These products cover virtually any internal combustion engine (and also much equipment and machinery).
On display in our booth, you will see these products, all of which have the following critical commonalities:
•
•
•
•

They capture and trap dangerous debris from 2-10 microns
They are simple to install, requiring no special tools, no engine modifications
They are, with one exception, built to be reusable/reloadable
They have been tested across severe environmental conditions

Bypass filtration is a long-proven technology that improves mileage, extends service intervals, and reduces a
vehicle’s environmental footprint. Our simplified, patented and patent pending approach may double your
engine life, often while providing a short payback period, resulting in major savings over your vehicle’s life.
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Pareto Point Industries, based in San Pedro, California, has been developing advanced clean oil filtration
products for over 20 years and has received numerous awards, testimonials, and technical editor recognition.
More recent Awards and recognition include: SEMA New Product, SEMA Global Media, National CleanTech
Open, Best of Product (Diesel World, Trailer Life, Diesel Power magazines), Cal Tech Green Entrepreneurs Forum
“Game-Changing Technology”, and many positive technical articles and customer testimonials. Donaldson
Filtration Solutions, one of the preeminent Global Filter OEMs, is a Pareto Point Industries Technology partner.
###

Pareto Point Industries
Advancing Engine Protection
Shown below are two representative independent Blackstone Laboratories vehicle oil sampling reports given to us by one
of our customers driving a Ford F-350 and using a TopDog-V kit. Note the 20,000 mile interval between tests. While we
do not recommend this long an interval, it does show what the system is capable of under stressful or unusual conditions.

PPI products can also provide asset protection for many other applications, including, but not limited to:

Dipstick (gas engine) after a 30,000 mile test
using 10w40 oil with no oil or filter changes

Clean Oil Reduces Engine Fuel Consumption
“. . . a surprising number of laboratory and
field studies report the need to control
particles below ten microns. . . . One [study]
by GM concluded that controlling particles in
the 3 to 10 micron range had the greatest
impact on wear rates.”

Contact: Dr. Bob Hammer, CEO (323 726-2199)

- Jim Fitch, Practicing Oil Analysis Magazine

